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MIC'S$bPRoCESSoR & MICRoCoNTRoLLE- m,evised)u..,.. Sub. Code: 66918 t,1i
Day and Date : Tiresday 02 - 05 -2011 Total Marks : 100
Time : 02.00 p.m. to 05.00 p.m.
Instructionsr 1) All questions are compulsory

2) Figures to th,e right indicate full marks.

3) Assume suitable data if necessdry.

Ql) Attempt any two of the following: [2x8-16]
a) Draw andExplaininternalArchitecture of 8085.

b) Draw and Explain Machine Cycle diagram of Instruction STA 3000H.

c) Draw and E4plain Intem-rpt structure of 8085.Also explain how Intefuupt

Q2) Attryany two of the following:

a)-"''Draw and Explain Block Diagram of 8255.
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,S: t2x8=16l

b) Interface 4Kx 8 RAM to 8085 using 2KxB RAM chip with starting address
of memory 4000H, Explainlnterfacing in detail withmemory address.

c) Interface DAC 0808 to 8085 using 8255 and write a program to generate
Trapezoidal waveform.

Q3) Attempt any two of the following: 12x9 = 18I

a) Draw and Explain Architecture Block diagram of 8051.

b) Explain various BitManipulation Instructions with examples in 8051.

c) Explain RAM and RoM Memory organization of 8051. Also explains
use of EA/VPP pin of 8051.
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Q4) Attempt any two of the following:
sL - 783

[2x8-161
a) Draw and F,xplain Block diagram of Mocle 2 of rimer 0 in 8051. Also

draw the format of TCON SFR. 
:b) Explhin Intem-rpt Enable (IE) and Intemrpt Priority (IP) regist.r, in detail.

c) Draw and Explain SCON register in detail and explain Mode 1 of serial
communication.

Q5) Attempt any two of the following: 12x9 - 181

a) Draw the interfacing diagram of a stepper motor to 8051. Also write an
assembly language program to rotate the motor anti-clockwise in full-
stepping mode.

b) Draw the interfacing diagram of ADC 0808 to 8051. Write a program to
. convert analog input applied to channel no 2 to its respective digital

form.

c) Interface 4k x 8 RAM and 8k x 8 ROM, memory chips to 8051. Starting
address of ROM must be 0000H and starting address of RAM must be
3000H.

Q6) Attempt ury r*o of the following: tZ x=i - 161

a) Write the various data types available in embedded C along with their

- size Also write an embedded C program for 8051 to toggle p"in P1.0, for

b) Write an embedded C program to generate a square wave of 50 Vo duty
cycle on pin Pl.Z of 8051.

c) Explain various logical operations that can be performed using embedded
C statements, also give the example of each.
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